Corrigendum to Verbatim Report of the
Twenty-Second Meeting of the
Tariff Agreement Committee (E/PC/T/TAC/PV/22)

The following corrections should be made to the remarks of the Delegate of the United Kingdom:

Page 7
6th paragraph, 3rd line: for "something" read "somewhat".
5th line: for "any contracting party to any product" read "to any product of any contracting party".

Page 8
1st line: after "assimilate" insert "this text to".

Page 11
Last sentence: amend to read: "they were born long before the Law was passed, but that fact does not in any way prejudice its applicability to them".

Page 23
1st paragraph, 8th line: for "quoted" read "referred".
10th line: delete the quotation marks and for "footnotes" read "footnote".

Page 43
3rd paragraph, 3rd line: after "would" insert "not".
6th line: for "produced by the last words" read "with the words".
7th line: for "say" read "insert".

Page 49
3rd paragraph, 6th line: for "just" read "this".

Page 51
3rd paragraph, 5th line: delete quotation marks after "authenticated".
6th line: insert "all" after "Then": for "purpose" read "purposes".

* Corrigendum 1 was in French only.
3rd paragraph, 2nd and third lines: for "it would not be better" read "we were".

5th paragraph: delete the second sentence.